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E D I T O R I A L

N O T E

Independence Day holds very important place in our hearts. Every year on
this day, we pay homage to the freedom fighters and legends who fearlessly fought
for the independence. The Country’s 74th Independence Day was also celebrated at
the SNGPL Head Office and Regional Office with jubilation. In view of the pandemic,
limited gatherings were arranged all over the country. The Company event was
arranged, too, on limited scale while ensuring SOPs. Managing Director SNGPL
Amer Tufail unfurled the national flag along with the Senior Management. During his
speech at the event, MD SNGPL delivered a message on the importance of unity and
also planted a sapling at the Head Office. The event was broadcast live via
FaceBook live which was accessed by more than thirty thousand viewers.
The 55th Annual General Meeting of the Company took place on August 15.
The Shareholders of the Company Approved the Annual Accounts for FY 2018-19
with profit after tax of Rs. 7,076 million. During the annual meeting, suggestions were
noted and the shareholders were responded to their satisfaction. Chairperson, Board
of Directors, Roohi Raees Khan acknowledged the commendable efforts made by
the Board Members, Management, Staff and especially the Ministry of Energy,
Petroleum Division, for their constant support and guidance. The shareholders were
thrilled to know that despite various economic, financial challenges, SNGPL
remained focused on regaining growth in coming years under the supreme guidance
of the Board of Directors and with the consistent efforts of the Management and staff.
E-Kachehri has been a wonderful journey for our consumers as well as for
SNGPL’s Management and enabled our consumers in reach out to us. E-Kachehris
are proving to be a milestone for providing solutions to the customers at the ease of
their homes. Enormous response and participation from our consumers shows that
they trust the Company. This month e-Kachehri held at Head Office was also
broadcast live through FaceBook. The team is working day and night to solve the
problems faced by our consumers.
Mobile banking has made it easier for people to fulfill their essential daily
needs like money transfer, ticket booking and bill payment. It took some time for
mobile banking to flourish in Pakistan but Coronavirus made people realize the true
value of mobile banking. SNGPL, which always takes a lead in facilitating
consumers, had already launched its mobile application called ‘SNGPL Bill’ much
before the advent of Coronavirus. Now, the Company has enabled bill payment
option in the app whereby consumers can now pay gas bills through SNGPL Bill App
using Easypaisa as payment option. A step by step guide on how to use Easypaisa
for payment of gas bill is part of this issue.
From this month, we are introducing another new segment called ‘Bouquet’.
This section is going to include topics of everyday interest including book reviews,
quote of the month and other items. As always, we would always welcome readers’
contribution towards this segment.
(Syed Jawad Naseem)
Chief Editor
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MESSAGE FROM

M A N A G I N G

D I R E C T O R

You will have to make up for the smallness of your size by your courage and
selfless devotion to duty, for it is not life that matters, but the courage, fortitude and
determination you bring to it.
- Quaid e Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah
(Address to the Naval Officers, January 23, 1948)
By the grace of God, we are celebrating 74th Independence Day of the
Country this year. Pakistan is one of those few countries of the world which were
achieved decades long peaceful and democratic struggle but the one which
terminated with massive violence. The movement which our forefathers were part of
is something that can never be forgotten. It was their wisdom and sacrifices that
today we are living as an independent nation. But as often said that not every
destination is end of the journey and similarly, independence was not end of the
journey. This country began with literally no resources. All of us must have read
accounts of officials who performed government duties at the time of independence.
Facilities we enjoy today at our offices are proof of progress we have made so far.
Such progress could not have been possible without skills, determination, integrity
and unity of those who laid the foundation of this state.
It is an established fact that no individual, organization or state can progress
without equipping itself with the above mentioned elements. The same goes true for
our esteemed organization. We also started off as a very small organization and
gradually expanded it to the remotest areas of Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and
beyond. The growth that I just defined in a few words is actually a painstaking
journey involving our officers, subordinate staff, technicians and others who
collectively brought us to these heights. Now we need to sustain the progress made
so far while at the same time combating the challenges of future and this can be
done by focusing on a few things. First of all, we should continue to groom ourselves
professionally by acquiring skills which are need of the time. This also includes skills
related to use of technology which have become inevitable in order to match the
pace of corporate sector. Integrity is something which has the capacity to build or
destroy anything so we need to ensure it in all the business matters. With
determination we confronted enormous challenges and crises in the past hence we
need to continue with the same spirit in future also.
Future of any country or organization is determined by the actions it takes
and strategies that shape up those actions. This means that we cannot assume our
future on the basis of our current standing. You must have read case studies of
corporations or brands which were ahead of their counterparts but are nowhere to be
seen today. This is evidence that every moment, every day every effort and every
decision decides fate of an individual, an organization and a country, so we must not
take it for granted.
Let us continue to work with honesty, dedication and unity to take our
organization and our country to new heights of success. May God help all of us in
our plans and efforts, Amen. I wish all of you Happy Independence Day!
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CELEBRATING THE SPIRIT OF FREEDOM
WITH SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

SNGPL CELEBRATED THE NATION’S
74TH INDEPENDENCE DAY
Media Affairs Pakistan celebrated its 74th
independence day this year. Our country attained
independence and broke free from colonialism
after centuries of struggle and countless
sacrifices made by freedom fighters. Our
Independence parted the nation into the
dominions of India and Pakistan. The partition
was accompanied by riots and mass casualties.
It is believed that there was a displacement of
nearly 15 million people due to this violence.
As such the day is always celebrated
with great zeal and enthusiasm across the
country. Schools, colleges and offices hold grand
cultural events and people come together to pay
homage to the freedom fighters and legends who
valiantly fought for the country. Yet this year it
was not possible to plan events on such a grand
level because of ongoing pandemic situation,
though, limited gatherings were arranged. Similar
events take place at SNGPL Head Office and
Regions every year on the Independence Day.
This year, however, things were much different
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owing to the pandemic. Strict compliance with
SOPs was ensured at the Independence Day
events at the Head Office and Regional offices.
Yet, the event was broadcasted live via
‘FaceBook live’ feature to involve our consumers
in this ceremony.

The live broadcast reached more than
thirty thousand views. The event started off with
a flag hoisting ceremony. Managing Director
SNGPL Amer Tufail unfurled the national flag
along with the senior management. During his
speech at the event, MD SNGPL delivered a
message on the importance of independence. He
stressed on uniting in the national interest by
setting aside differences. He urged employees to
continue working with honesty and dedication to
make SNGPL a progressive organization. MD
SNGPL also planted a tree at the Head Office
thus beginning plantation drive throughout the
Company network aimed at protecting
environment.
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event

SNGPL’S 55TH ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING HELD IN LAHORE
The 55th Annual General Meeting of Sui
Northern Gas Pipelines Limited (SNGPL) took
place on August 15. The Shareholders of the
Company approved the Annual Accounts for
FY 2018-19 with profit after tax of Rs. 7,076
million translating into EPS of Rs 11.16. The
shareholders also approved Dividend of Rs. 3.5
per share on the recommendations of the Board
of Directors of SNGPL inclusive of interim
dividend of Rs 1.5 per share for the quarter
ended September 30, 2018 already paid in
FY 2018-19. Moreover, the Shareholders’ of the
Company appointed M/s Deloitte Yousaf Adil,
Chartered Accountant as Auditors for
FY 2019-20.
The shareholders were informed that
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despite numerous economic, financial challenges
and several odds, SNGPL remained focused on
regaining growth in coming years under the
supreme guidance of the Board of Directors and
with the consistent efforts of the Management
and staff. A detailed interactive session was held,
number of suggestions was noted and the
shareholders were responded to their
satisfaction.
Chairperson, Board of Directors, Roohi
Raees Khan acknowledged the commendable
efforts made by the Board Members,
Management, Staff and especially the Ministry of
Energy, Petroleum Division, for their constant
support and guidance.
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e-kachehri

CONNECTING WITH THE
CONSUMERS
Media Affairs Under the directives of Prime
Minister of Pakistan, SNGPL has been
organizing e-Kachehri to facilitate the consumers
through quick resolution of their complaints. The
kachehris were first organized in the month of
May and since then it has become a regular
monthly event. Every month e-Kachehris take
place in all the regions where the Regional
Management attends complaints through Skype.

After e-kachehris are conducted in Regions, an
e-Kachehri is conducted at the Head Office
where Managing Director SNGPL attends the
complaints. Enormous public participation is a
proof that the SNGPL’s consumers still trust the
Company to redress their grievances rather
looking towards an external platform. MD SNGPL
Amer Tufail assured complainant of quick
resolution of their complaints.

Peshawar

Islamabad

Sargodha

Sialkot
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Safety

GAS SAFETY AND EMERGENCY
RESPONSE AWARENESS CAMPIGN
Shahbaz Ali Jaffar
Gas safety is important
all year round, but it is not always a household’s
top priority. To elevate gas safety awareness
amongst aspiring youngsters; an exclusive
awareness campaign was organized by HSE
Section, Multan (T) under the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) initiative. The prime
objective of the campaign was to impart rational
understanding regarding protection against gas
leaks, fires, explosions and Carbon Monoxide
(CO) poisoning. The respective campaign was
successfully executed over a network of
educational institutions which included multiple
branches of Beaconhouse School, Lahore
Grammar School, Multan Public School &
College, Bloomfield Hall and Jinnah High School.
Over 4,500 safety awareness leaflets were
distributed among the students. The said
campaign was also covered by the local press.

Under the directions of General Manager
(HSE) Farrukh Majeed Bala, the objective of the
campaign was formulated in a manner that was
twofold. One aspect was raising awareness and
educating the students with regards to the
dangers of Carbon Monoxide. The second aspect
delivered valuable insight with regard to the
preparedness guidelines pertaining to
emergencies emanating from gas leakages and
fires. This also included understanding of the
psychology and importance of not panicking in
face of these events; hence familiarizing the
basic emergency protocols.
The constituents of the campaign
encompassed crucial facts regarding dangers
posed by carbon monoxide(CO) poisoning due to
oxygen depletion or faulty gas appliances. This
also included developing an understanding
towards the medical impacts of carbon monoxide
poisoning, identification of faulty appliances and
what to do in the event of a gas emergency.

Pre – Gas Safety Awareness Campign
Brief questionnaire was circulated
amongst the students of grade 8 and above in all
institutions ahead of the campaign. The feedback
was then analysed to ascertain valuable insight
which revealed that large percentage of the
pupils had failed to identify the following potential
signs of unsafe gas appliances (unsafe
conditions):
• Black marks or stains on or around the
appliances (71%)
• A lazy yellow flame (87%)
• Excess condensation inside room windows
(94 %)
• Pilot lights that keep going out (68%)
Subsequently all of the awareness
sessions were followed by Q&A sessions in
which students as well as the faculty members
took active participation and made intelligent
queries regarding the subject matter.
The campaign itself received a tremendously
positive feedback, especially by the respective
management of each institution. The said
initiative was perceived as a genuine gesture of
SNGPL’s commitment towards wellbeing of its
consumers despite prevailing challenges faced
by the Company.
It is worth mentioning that over the years
HSE Department’s proactive, long-term public
engagement campaigns under SNGPL’s
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) program
have immensely aided the representation of
company’s enduring aspirations. These initiatives
have also served as means of interacting with
key stakeholders including the consumers in a
genuinely compassionate and effective manner
which has led to meaningful development of
SNGPL’s corporate image and portrayal of its
good business practices.
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Technology

SNGPL ENABLES GAS BILL
PAYMENT THROUGH EASYPAISA
Collection Services and succeeded into Online
Bill collection agreements with various banks.
It is pertinent to mention here that Coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak is sweeping the globe and
causing colossal damage to human lives and
affected the everyday lives of global
communities. In this situation, safety of
employees and valued consumers has become a
priority of the companies; therefore companies
are encouraged to make necessary
arrangements for the use of technology and
related applications in order to enable them to
facilitate their consumers especially in lockdown
situation prevailing in the country.
Keeping this in view, Treasury
Department (Collection Section) in coordination
with IT/MIS department has taken an initiative by
entering into agreement with Easypaisa (a
product of Telenore Micro Finance Bank)
whereby SNGPL valued consumers will be given
an option of paying their gas bills through
SNGPL Mobile Application instead of visiting any
bank branch / post office / ATM. This will result
not only in prompt payment by the consumer,
elimination of punching errors, but also in saving
of service charges to the Company being paid to
NIFT which is presently Rs. 2.10 / stub.

Tanveer Hussain It is matter of fact that efforts
of every individual department to achieve the
respective objectives ultimately contribute to
overall success and growth of the Company.
Among the core responsibilities of Treasury
Department, monitoring of cash flows, timely
posting of collection received from gas
consumers as well as reconciliation of funds are
vital to ensure the integrity of revenue stream of
the Company.
Collection Section is the backbone of
Treasury Department and facilitates the valued
consumers by providing an easy and convenient
way to make the payment of their monthly gas
bills. Collection Section is striving to enter into
Electronic Agreements with the banks for Bills
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Steps for payment through Easypaisa are as
under:
• Download “SNGPL Bill” application from Play
Store
• Register yourself by providing your
credentials i.e. Account ID, CNIC No. &
Contact Number etc.
• Go to Pay bill
• Select Easypaisa Mobile Account and Sign In
• Enter your mobile number & e-mail ID and
select ‘Pay Now’. “A message will appear on your
given mobile number to make the payment”
• Go to Easy paisa Application>Select>My
Approvals (from Top left menu)>
Select>Pending Approvals>Select>Application to
complete payment
•
Payment will be posted and payment
message will appear on given Mobile Number
The writer is Deputy Chief
Accountant (Collection)

Corrosion

REMOTE MONITORING OF CP
SYSTEM ON NATURAL GAS PIPELINES
Ahmed Jawad Khan Gas pipeline companies
are facing various challenges regarding effective
monitoring of cathodic protection systems (CP).
The conventional monitoring techniques need
considerable funds on annual basis and collect
periodic information regarding operation of CP
system. Remote Monitoring of CP system is the
need of hour for such operators. This article
describes importance and benefits of remotely
monitoring a large distributed CP system, being
optimally operated to ensure 24/7 protection of
assets against corrosion. To cater the need of
continuous monitoring, hardware and software
for remote monitoring of CP system was
developed by the operator and put into operation
successfully.

REMOTE MONITORING OF CP SYSTEM ON
NATURAL GAS PIPELINES
When we talk about corrosion control
through cathodic protection (CP), we can
categorize the activities throughout design life of
an asset as below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Design and material selection
Construction and commissioning
Monitoring
Troubleshooting

The first two are one time activities and
generally not repeated. The last one is
occasional and may not occur for long time. The
most extensive, repetitive, and equally important
is the third one i.e. CP system monitoring. An
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Figure 1: Schematic of remote monitoring CP system
effective CP system should operate round the
clock and throughout the year.
The integrated natural gas Companies
operating around the globe have expanded
substantially over the years. Sui Northern Gas
Pipelines Limited (SNGPL) has one of the largest
distribution networks of ~130,000 Kms of
pipelines serving 4,458 towns and villages with a
transmission network of about 9,000 Kms. The
pipelines and other underground structures are
scattered country wide and in far flung areas,
therefore, the staff is required to visit each CP
Station on monthly basis to monitor the CP
parameters.
The Company is operating around 1,700
CP Stations installed on transmission and
distribution pipeline networks in different terrain
from plains to mountains and hard to reach
areas. The monitoring of entire CP stations on
monthly basis is an expensive business which
involves extensive travelling of field staff,
monitoring gadgets and transportation. The need
to effectively monitor such a large and
continuously expanding CP system at a reduced
cost was felt. The research and development
wing of the Corrosion Control Department started
working to find a reliable and cost effective
solution to address the issue.
A Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) operated remote
monitoring data transmission unit (RMU) was
developed and successfully tested in the field to
effectively monitor the CP system output. The
unit was designed to monitor and communicate
data of AC current, AC voltage, DC current, DC
voltage, drain point potential and ON/OFF status.
The structure to electrolyte potential is measured
in accordance with criteria given in NACE
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SP0169-2013. The hardware of the RMU
includes a high impedance voltmeter, ampere
meter, GSM module, signal conditioning / data
acquisition circuitry and is duly calibrated for
accurate measurement of rectifier output. The
RMU is housed in an IP65 rated mild steel
enclosure suitable for field installation. The data
is communicated in the form of short messaging
service through GSM. The frequency of data
communication is adjusted at 12 hours i.e. two
messages per day. The data can also be sought
on request anytime round the clock. The time for
data communication for each RMU is
configurable and is set as per user requirement.
In order to manage huge quantity of data
and segregate it in workable presentation, a web
based software application was developed with
the help of company’s IT Department. The salient
features of the software application i.e. cathodic
protection remote monitoring system (CPRMS)
are as under:
• Access to Information through authorization
• A quick reflection of overall RMUs installed
• Graphical representation or trend of an
individual RMU
• Filtration of data for desired period
• Quick identification of faulty sites
• Data security
• 24/7 Access
A summary of entire system is visible on
the dashboard. The company’s network is
divided into regions and sections. A list of regions
is available on left side of the screen and one can
access the data of individual region by clicking on
it. The data of individual feature as outlined
above can be seen by clicking on it. The
dashboard is refreshed automatically as per last
received message for each CP station.

Figure 2: Dashboard view of CPRMS
Following information appears on the dashboard:
• CP stations - Total number of CP stations /
Rectifiers
• Working - CP stations having active input AC
power supply
• Not Working - CP stations inactive due to AC
power supply failure / load shedding
• Faulty - CP station with active AC power
supply but having zero output current
• Sending Data - RMU’s who have sent data in
last 12 hours
• Not-Sending - RMU’s who haven’t sent data
in last 12 hours

Figure 3: Region / Locality wise view of CP stations

Any feature can be selected to view the
list of its respective CP Stations under that
category. The status of individual CP Station can
be accessed by clicking on the name of CP
Station. A weekly status of data received with
graphical representation appears on the screen.
If one wants to see the historical data, the
desired dates can be selected to view the data.
The installation of RMUs on majority of
SNGPL CP system had been achieved and each
CP Station data is now being monitored twice a
day, which was monitored conventionally on
monthly basis. The benefits of having remote
monitoring system are as under:
• 24/7 monitoring of CP Stations.
• Reduced monitoring cost.
• Immediate rectification of faults.
• Optimized planning of day to day tasks /
activities.
• History record of ac power outages / faults
• Flexibility in carrying out cp surveys.
The web based computer application can
be accessed anywhere with individual log-in
which have improved the level of monitoring from
a site supervisor up to Head Office. The faulty
systems are rectified immediately and

Figure 4: List view of CP stations and their output

maintenance program is devised on the basis of
available data. The success of the program
resulted in considerable savings and staff is now
focused on other CP related activities. The entire
hardware design, fabrication and data
management software was carried out with
available in-house staff and facilities and no
outside recourse was utilized. All integrated
natural gas companies with huge pipeline
networks can benefit from a remote monitoring
CP system to improve their working efficiency.
The project team is comprised of
Muham¬mad Faizan Akram, Executive Engineer
(Corrosion); Yasir Ishaq, Associate Engineer and
Khalid Mehmood, Dy. Chief Officer (IT/MIS).
The writer is Chief Engineer
(Corrosion Control)
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Open Corner

SOLITUDE. LUXURY OR NECESSITY?
Mehjabeen
When we are hungry, our body
sends us the signal right away and we pay
attention. By the time our body sends us in
search of medicine, we are already in pain. The
same holds true for our thirst for solitude.
Solitude is the soul's holiday, an opportunity to
stop doing for others and to surprise and delight
ourselves instead.

with an empty hour, we tend to spend that time
doing chores or attending to our relationships.
We avoid ourselves because we're afraid of what
we might find: a pitiful, unhappy, flawed someone
who's missing out on life and its entire meaning.
But solitude and isolation do not go hand in hand.
We can retreat from the world for a time without
being renounced by it.

In this instant era, it’s a challenge to let
ourselves slow down. We seem to have a
complexity about busyness in our culture. Most of
us do have time in our days that we could devote
to simple relaxation, but we convince ourselves
that we should not because we have too much in
our plate all the time. It seems there is always
something that needs to be done or someone
who needs our care and attention. It’s easy to get
caught up in the busyness of life. Have you ever
sat down all by yourself and took tea and at
every single sip you actually relished its taste and
enjoyed it? Or you looked out of the window and
observed that there is a tree you never noticed
before or anything like that. Life has become a
marathon and everybody is running after
something that is temporary. And in this
marathon we have forgotten that we, too, exist as
human being. We have emotions and feelings
and these are as important as everybody else’s
feelings.

In solitude, we see more clearly, we
notice more and in the process, we discover what
makes us feel alive and what our passion is. We
learn about our strengths and weaknesses.
Nothing in our culture or in our education teaches
us how to grow inward, how to steady the mind
and calm our attention. We can use our time
alone to rest, in a complete and profound way or
we can engage in an activity that brings us joy.
You may find your flow working in the garden,
swimming long laps in a pool or sketching in a
notebook. What makes all of these experiences
special is that they are not diluted by
conversation or shaped by someone else's
agenda…!

We are taught and compelled to
measure our success in terms of acquisition and
accomplishment. Even women who are unwilling
to buy into such a narrow definition of success
may feel uncomfortable with the idea of claiming
time just for themselves, with no agenda
whatsoever. At times, when we find ourselves
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It’s important to insist on time alone
because we're more creative when we are alone.
Pulitzer prize–winning writer John Updike, author
of 51 books, attributes his astonishing
productivity to a schedule that honors empty
time. "Ideally," he explains, "much of my day
should be, in a strict sense, idle, for it is often in
idle moments that real inspiration comes." To
enjoy one’s own good company is an endowment
that somewhere along the line, so many of us
lose... If we are always focused on external
stimulation or even on our relationships, we miss
opportunities for inner growth and renewal.

sports
MOMENT OF PRIDE

Every player dreams to represent his country. Saqib Khalid, Associate Engineer, Multan (T) recently participated
as Trainer for Pakistan’s Taekwondo team which took part in World Taekwondo Championship in Fujairah, UAE.
Pakistan won 01 Gold, 05 Silver and 05 Bronze Medals. The championship had participation of 2,000 fighters
representing 43 counties from around the world.

TREE PLANTATION AT PTF TENNIS COMPLEX

Pakistan Tennis Federation (PTF) commenced Tree Plantation drive at PTF Tennis Complex, Islamabad under
the “Clean and Green Pakistan” campaign on the occasion of Independence Day of Pakistan. Top tennis Players of
Pakistan took part in the campaign. Hamid Israr, SNGPL Tennis Player who is Pakistan No 1 player in Under 14
category also planted a tree at the event.
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Dear Readers, from this month we’re starting this new segment where you will find variety of information.
We will always welcome your contribution to this segment. Send us your contributions as well as suggestions to
media.affairs@sngpl.com.pk and asif.shakeel@sngpl.com.pk

A HOUSE DIVIDED
AGAINST ITSELF
CANNOT STAND.
-Abraham Lincoln
Abraham Lincoln was 16th president of the United States of America.
He led the country through a great constitutional, military, and moral
crisis. Reared in a poor family on the western frontier, Abraham
Lincoln was mostly self-educated. He became a country lawyer, an
Illinois state legislator and one-term member of the United States
House of Representatives.

TOMATOES
Tomato plants thrive in six to eight hours of daily sunshine. For home
growers who have limited garden space, containers are great choice and can be
moved conveniently throughout the growing season. Fill containers with equal parts
of planting mix and potting soil. Combined together, the two provide an aerated,
medium density environment for roots to expand and access nutrients. Plant a slice
of tomato/seeds deeply in nutrient rich soil. Dig deep enough to cover the top 3-4
inches of the seedling.
Water only as needed. More plants are killed by too much water than too
little water. When you start to see sprouts, you can water less frequently. A simple
way to tell if your plant needs water is to stick your fingers into the soil. It should feel
damp several inches below the surface, but tomatoes like to have dry feet.
Recommendation is to soak the roots once every three days, and then to water less
often as the plant begins to form green tomatoes.
Warning: Use fertilizers with lower rates of nitrogen; higher rates causes tomato
plants to sport lots of dark green leaves and produce few tomatoes.

SHAHAB
NAMA
Qudratullah Shahab,
born on February 26, 1917 in
Gilgit, was a civil servant,
short-story writer and Sufi. He
strived for the welfare and
betterment of writers and
intellectuals and worked in many
government schemes launched
for the benefit of writers and
intellectuals.
Shahabnama written
by Qudratullah Shahab is Urdu's
one of the best-selling
autobiographies. He became
Urdu's one of the most
successful memoirists because
of Shahabnama's readability.
Keeping his reputation in mind as a man of his words and
integrity, one can say that he mainly told the truth but there were
things that he lengthened in it. Shahabnama makes one believe
in a combination of 'fact' and ‘fiction’ does exist, though cavil /
muzzle by many a critics. Yet, many of the critiques who
criticized Shahabnama for its exaggerations, inaccuracies and
long-drawn-out truths were convinced of its addiction and
absorbability. Many of critiques wrote though its tome was
threatening for the readers, once you start reading the book, it
would be impossible to do anything else till you read it from
beginning to end. But the story was still lengthier. Though,
Qudratullah Shahab's art of story-telling and sketch-writing was
at its best.
It is of no doubt that Shahab was a master story-teller.
His novelette “Ya Khuda” is evidence to it, and it got appreciation
by such reputed critics as Hasan Askari and Mumtaz Shireen.
Author: Qudratullah Shahab
Pages: 1248
Publisher: Sang-e-Meel Publications
Price: 1400

FORTITUDE

[fawr-ti-tood, -tyood]
Mental and emotional strength in facing
difficulty, adversity, danger, or
temptation courageously
Synonym: Patience.
Example: Never once did her fortitude
waver during that long illness.
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Literature

APOCRYPHA

– Belal

Children Of Forever
O children! My children!
The school bells haven’t rung
it crucifies me to affirm
uninvited –
the archangel of death, has come
who is the archangel of death?
why has he come?
is this a lesson,
an exercise,
drill or mere pun?
We just started writing
an ode to life
its short and simple …
but we’re really not quite done
negotiate us
a few hours, will you?
A few said, “two”
others were happy
with at least one.
And so, in my ode
I am striving
to etch
my beautiful mother
she is my life,
my purpose
– I have no other.
I am,
her only hope.
I am,
her only one son.
O children! My children!
How must I say?
Your blameless, white, promising
faces
worshipped, by guardians of
chaste Light!
And those shimmering, kind,
hopeful eyes
to rend me – entire
every flash, each flutter of day
now how must I say?
Death is
but not negotiable
time, the universe, our people, the
sun
all – in one breath,
have heinously betrayed us, and
run
all to the exception
of these grisly serpents of darkness
disowned by heaven
cursed and cursed equal by hell!

All have left us
in this ungodly
terror-stricken state
face to face!
with ghastly imminent death
try not to cry now
go hug your nearest classmate.
They whimpered.
I bled.
I miss my mother.
I miss my father.
My father
– the god of my universe.
I miss my grandmother.
I miss my grandfather.
I miss the smile,
on my sister’s face.
O children! My children!
Let us make a silent farewell
prayer
before we rubricate
before we dissolve
forever, in numb despair.
that, till the vanquishment of
hatred,
and brooding atrocity
may our lives, this sacrifice
serve to be a constant offering,
a perpetual token.
may the hearts
of our mothers,
never again, be broken.
may our country, our universe
in eternal harmony, rise and unite.
may the higher force’s duel,
with the evil kind
to an extraordinary end resolve,
but never further ignite.
O martyrs! My martyrs!
O cascading waterfalls of red!
this outrageously horrific tragedy
the cold air,
cold life,
the cold matter, will see
see the halls, the classrooms
all in shades of chaotic red!
see floors smeared,
with blaring patterns of blood
this, is where children once happily
tread
see a modest,
bare
white-laced shoe
inundated,

snowed,
by naive young red
see crushed spectacles
frozen tears, and shattered glass
see walls deranged,
bruised
besmirched
by rounds of piercing,
harsh, metal bullets.
See fading cries. See vanishing
sighs.
See them split, and crystallize.
O heaven! O heaven!
must you ink,
in forever,
our earnest elegy?
I shall miss my mother.
I shall miss my father.
My father
– still the god of my universe.
I shall miss my grandmother.
I shall miss my grandfather.
I shall miss the smile,
on my sister’s face.
The Dull Observatory
Translations,
And subjects,
Ruin
Beautiful things.
Of all,
Most serious things
Are said
In good pun.
Constants
Won’t disturb.
Randomness
Has pattern.
Observation – my tutor;
The Listening Ear?
And so we are intently
But a sum equal,
To our experiences – unattended,
And our prejudices – unencumbered.
To seek,
Is an embodiment of self
And self,
An embodiment of God.
Through the wound
-Exit
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Health

PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR RESTING
HEART RATE
In general, the higher your resting heart
rate, the less physically fit you are, and the lower
your heart rate, the more physically fit you are.
(Some athletes have resting heart rates in the
40s.) One way to see if your new workout is
succeeding is to check your resting heart rate
over a few months. See if it has increased,
decreased, or remained the same. If your
workouts are effective, your resting heart rate will
slowly decrease, or at least remain constant.
Your body has many ways of telling you when
enough is enough, and if your resting heart rate
has increased, you should start listening to your
body by decreasing your workout frequency or
intensity.
How to Measure?
Grab a stopwatch or a clock or watch
with a second hand, then find your pulse. You
can locate your pulse either in your radial artery
on your wrist or at your carotid artery in your
neck. Choose the spot that works best for you.
After you find the beat, you need to count
how many beats occur within 60 seconds. The
shortcut to this method is to count the number of
beats in 10 seconds, and then to multiply that
number by 6. This method gives you a 60-second
count.
Let’s say if you count 7 beats in 10
seconds: 7 x 6 = 42 beats per minute.
If you have trouble finding your pulse or
separating the beats in your body from the ticks
of your watch, ask a friend for help. Have your
friend count your pulse beats while you watch the
clock or vice versa.
(By https://www.dummies.com/)
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DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR RESTING HEART
RATE IS BEST MEASURED
WHEN YOU FIRST WAKE
UP IN THE MORNING,
BEFORE YOUR FEET
LEAVE THE BED.
REMEMBER:
THE ONLY TRICK TO
MEASURING YOUR HEART
RATE IS THAT YOU MUST
USE THE CORRECT
FINGERS TO DO THE
MEASURING. YOUR THUMB
HAS A LIGHT PULSE AND
CAN CREATE SOME
CONFUSION WHEN YOU
ARE COUNTING YOUR
BEATS. IT’S BEST TO USE
YOUR INDEX FINGER AND
MIDDLE FINGER
TOGETHER.

SNGPL and the Editorial Team of “The Pride” are thankful to the following
employees for the services they rendered. We wish all the best for their future.

Sohail Latif Butt
Sr. Supervisor Instrument
Mechanic Metering
Metering (Ops) Section
Johar Town, LHR – East (D)

Mansoor Ahmad Baig
Deputy Foreman Welding
Distribution Section
Johar Town, LHR – East (D)

Abdul Rehman
Senior Associate Engineer
Metering Department
Central Metering Shop,
Head Office

Muhammad Ismail
Sr. Supervisor Instrument
Mechanic Metering
Transmission Section
C – 6 Gali Jagr, Wah (T)

He is very dedicated and hard working
employee of the Store, Gujrat. His duties
include but not limited to all Oracle related
Stores operational activities, processing of
RS and dispatch of Code–5 domestic
meters to CMS. He was also able to clear
the backlog and dispatched a total of
44,116 Code-5 domestic meters.
Allah has blessed Muhammad Wajid, Executive Officer
Procurement Shipping, Karachi, with a baby boy who is named
Muhammad Affan.

Arslan Iqbal
Supervisor Stores
Stores
Gujrat Region

Mujahid Anwar, Ex-Senior General Manager (D), Head Office passed away on 30 August 2020.
Father of Muhammad Rizwan Mushtaq, Regional Manager, Sialkot passed away on 27 August 2020.
Father in law of Asif Iqbal Qureshi, Head of Internal Audit, Audit Department, Head Office, passed away on 18 August 2020.
Brother of Yasir Mehboob Mirza, Chief Officer (IT/MIS), Head Office, passed away on 03 August 2020.
Mother of Gull Hameed Khan Jadoon, Senior Officer (Customer Services), Abbottabad, passed away on 16 August 2020.
Son of Zain Tariq, Executive Engineer (SMS II), Mohlanwal, passed away on 14 August 2020.
Father of Ahmed Hassan, Admin Officer (Services), Head Office, passed away on 31 July 2020.
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